
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It took me several seconds to realize that a rope was required, that in fact
there was no button; and by then I was floating yards away, but the pudgy
pop-eyed guard was also in a launch, and he ________________________.

1.

(past/not/fumble)
didn't have to fumble

At a blow she _____________ everything to the test.2. (past/put)had to put

_________________________ to the court-house this morning with papa,
and why have you been almost dead with terror and misery ever since you
got back?

3.

(why/you/past/go/?)

Why did you have to go

You now _________________ the fruits of your sin, and I will help you.4.
(gather)

have to gather

You ________________ with it on all night.5. (sleep)have to sleep

Hence he ______________ for his life.6. (flee)has to flee

I ___________________ at the cafe till night and most every afternoon, I
go around to some of the other places or to the shows to see what the other
girls are dancing.

7.

(not/be)

don't have to be

But, of course, we _____________________ any more about it.8. (not/talk)don't have to talk

We ____________________ him, and we couldn't give him away, for that
would have been suspicious.
9.

(past/get rid of)
had to get rid of

It doesn't alter the work we _____________.10. (do)have to do

The play _________________ to a divided house.11. (past/proceed)had to proceed

The revolutionary Congress _______________ an external enemy.12.
(past/fight)

had to fight

There are two questions to be considered-the quality of what we buy, and
the price we ______________ for it.
13.

(pay)have to pay
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There had been a revolution in the habits of life of the Greeks since the
days when Homer sang of the women of heroic Greece, and the student
__________________________ far to discover the principal causes of the
change.

14.

(not/search)
does not have to search

Forrest stated that Morgan's men could fight; he
______________________ that of his own.
15.

(past/not/say)did not have to say

For some distance they ______________ till they could climb up by it on
board.
16.

(past/swim)
had to swim

The chief trouble, then, in classifying the schools for the deaf as charitable
is this connection of the word charity, and the grouping of the deaf with
certain other parts of the state's population which other children
_______________________.

17.

(not/share)do not have to share

He ________________, or die himself.18. (past/forget)had to forget

Why then give a date to this story I _______________?19. (tell)have to tell

It ____________ something near your main cable.20. (past/be)had to be
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